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Is to get the financial position straight." But he waved this
suggestion airily aside, lie could not use Count Posadovski
as Prussian State Minister and State Secretary of the Ministry
of the interior. Count Posadovski had declared that Biilow
was the most pathetic windbag he had ever come across, and
that it would have been a good thing if after his stroke in the
Reichstag the doctor attending him, Professor Rcnvers, had
not succeeded in bringing him round. In that case he would at
least: have had an impressive curtain.
'Monts told how, when he was Ambassador in Rome, he had
been opposed, in connection with the trade treaty with Italy,
to dropping the orange duty which he regarded as a sub-
stantial and safe source of revenue for Germany. But Billow
had telegraphed that Monts must abolish the duty completely
as he was anxious to submit the treaty to the Reichstag as a
j&it accompli. Moats, however, held out on the ground that
Germany was not dependent upon Italy for oranges,
which she could obtain from Malaga, Florida and other
places.
Billow's judgment of the Powers was mistaken, as in fact
was his judgment of everything, lie did not play chess,
played whist badly and had no grasp of figures, lie had a
high respect for Italy, though in Monts' opinion the Italian
Army of that time was inferior to the Turkish. Russia he
over-estimated, while he grossly under-estimated England.
This led him to reject sarcastically an offer from Chamberlain
for an arrangement) whereby the English felt themselves
seriously affronted.
It was Bulow personally who had persuaded the Kaiser to
land at Tangier in face of opposition from his whole
entourage, particularly from that clever old Hofmatschall,
Graf Eulenburg. And it was none other than Biilow who
determined the policy concerning Delcassd. Deloiss£ was in
himself no great obstacle, but Biilow wanted the triumph of
having brought him down. And he made further mistakes
at the Algeciras Conference, assuming that Italy would stick to
Germany to the death, which the Italians were unable to do
in view of their agreement with France. The Italians had,
however, been wrong in handing over the hinterland of
Tripoli to England instead of claiming it for themselves.

